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[57] ABSTRACT 
A centralized traffic control system for governing 
from a central office a plurality of groups of track 
switches and signals which are disposed along a 
stretch of railway track. At the central office, a plural 
ity of switch means designates a selected control for 
any switch or signal in any selected group. Also, an in 
dication storage means is provided at the central of 
fice which is responsive to the conditions of the track 
switches and signals at each of the ?eld stations and 
also responds to indicate the occupancy of the associ 
ated trackway. The indication storage means may 
drive a cathode ray tube display. An electonic digital 
computer is also provided which includes means for 
storing a program comprising a plurality of sub 
routines each of which is associated with a corre 
sponding one of the groups of switches and signals, 
also known as ?eld stations. When a particular control 
is designated at the central office for any selected one 
of the field stations, the particular sub-routine of the 
program which is associated with that particular field 
station is selected, and thereafter, on successive steps 
of the sub-routine, selected ones of the indications are 
interrogated in order to make possible a ?nal determi 
nation as to whether the designated control is a per 
missible control. If the designated control is permissi 
ble, a code is transmitted to the selected ?eld station 
to effect that control and thereafter an indication is 
transmitted back to the central office indicating that 
the control has become effective. 

10 Claims, 22 Drawing Figures 
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FIG. 7 H. 
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CENTRALIZED TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM FOR 
RAILROADS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Centralized traffic control systems for railroads are 
well~known in the art. Such systems provide for the 
control of the switches and signals at any selected one 
of a plurality of field stations located along a stretch of 
railroad track. The central office includes not only a 
plurality of levers and switches for designating a partic 
ular control at any selected one of the field stations, but 
also comprises indication means for designating visu 
ally the status at each moment of each of the various 
switches and signals at the various ?eld stations as well 
as indicating those track sections along the trackway 
which are at any time occupied by a train. 

In order to control the movement of trains over the 
trackway by the centralized traffic control system, it is 
only necessary for the operators of the system to ob 
serve visually on the display means the progress of the 
trains over the trackway and then to operate the vari 
ous switches and signals at the field stations from the 
central office to route the traffic in the desired manner. 
This is accomplished by the transmission of distinctive 
control codes from the central office to a designated 
field station and the return transmission from the ?eld 
station to the central of?ce of indication codes repre 
sentative of the operated conditions of the track 
switches and signals as well as the occupancy condition 
of the various track sections. 

In general, matters of vital safety in relation to the 
control of train movements are not involved in the dis 
play of indications at the central office, the sending of 
controls from the central office to the ?eld stations, 
and the receipt of indications from the ?eld stations at 
the central office. In other words, the communications 
links for the transmission of controls and indications 
and the display of such indications involve entirely non 
vital circuitry, whereas those circuits in the overall sys 
tem which do involve matters of vital safety are located 
at the various ?eld stations. As a consequence, the de 
sign of the overall system is such that it is impossible for 
an operator to have executed an unsafe control at the 
field stations since appropriate interlocks are provided 
at the various field stations to guard against this. Never 
theless transmission if impermissible controls will cer 
tainly result in inefficient and wasteful operation of the 
system and thus the transmission of such controls is to 
be avoided to the extent practicable. 
The transmission of controls, the receipt of indica 

tions, and the display of the indications do necessarily 
involve considerable complexity of apparatus, particu 
larly at the central office. In the past, it has been com 
mon to provide a single display panel on which appears 
the track layout for the entire system, and when the 
control system is one which governs the operation of 
perhaps one or two hundred miles of track, it will be 
appreciated that the display board is in itself of substan 
tial size. Also, the complexities of properly wiring such 
a board so as to provide all of its various indications are 
quite considerable. Furthermore, even though matters 
of vital safety are protected by the circuitry at the ?eld 
stations, it is still necessary to provide a circuit organi 
zation at the central office which will guard against the 
sending of an impermissible control. in addition, the 
receipt of indication codes, their decoding, and the 
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2 
control of the displayed indications introduces a great 
amount of complexity into the system. 
For these reasons, and because of the advent of high 

speed electronic computers, it has become desirable to 
provide a centralized traffic control system for rail 
roads which makes use of the advantages provided by 
digital electronic computers which not only simplify 
the apparatus to perform the tasks previously provided 
by hard-wired relay circuitry, but also makes possible 
the inclusion of additional desirable functions for the 
system. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides a centralized traffic 
control system wherein electronic digital computer 
techniques are provided in connection with the trans 
mission of controls from central office to field stations, 
the receipt of indications from the field stations, and 
the display of indications on a visual display means. 
The present invention contemplates that, instead of 
providing an elongated display panel on which is dis 
played the conditions of the entire stretch of railway 
track in question, there will be provided for an operator 
instead a plurality of cathode ray tube displays, at least 
one of which will indicate the general layout of the 
tracltway for the system and will thus constitute, in ef 
fect, a ?xed display, while a further cathode ray tube 
displays thereon the layout of the trackway and the lo 
cation of the switches and signals for a particular sid 
ing, or even more particularly for a particular end of a 
designated siding. Associated with the cathode ray 
tubes is a keyboard on which the operator may desig 
nate that particular siding or siding end which he 
wishes to view at any time. Upon appropriate actuation 
of the keys, the electronic computer apparatus of the 
invention will retrieve from a memory the desired dis 
play to appear on the cathode ray tube, and distinctive 
indications will be provided on such tube to indicate 
not only the operated conditions of the track switches 
and signals at the particular called-for location but also 

, the occupancy of the track section or sections which 
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are associated with that siding. 
The apparatus of this invention also provides that, 

through the use of electronic computer techniques, the 
permissibility of a designated control will be checked 
prior to transmission thereof to a designated ?eld sta 
tion. More particularly, the storage apparatus associ 
ated with the electronic computer will store therein a 
plurality of decision tables, each of which is associated 
with a particular ?eld station. When the operator desig 
nates a particular field station as the intended recipient 
of a control for a switch, signal, or the like, the decision 
table appropriate to that particular designated field sta 
tion will then be designated, such sub-routine being the 
one which is peculiar to the particular switch or signal 
which is to be operated. After having been called up in 
this particular manner, the various steps of that sub 
routine are then made effective, one at a time, and on 
selected ones of these sub-routine steps of the particu 
lar indications which are relevant to the transmission of 
the designated control will be interrogated so as to 
make possible the ?nal determination as to whether the 
designated control is permissible or is not permissible. 
Thus, it will be readily appreciated that prior to the 
transmission of a control to, for example, a particular 
track signal, it will be necessary to interrogate vaious 
preselected addresses of a memory wherein there is 
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stored data relating to the up-to-date conditions of vari 
ous corresponding track switches and signals, etc., in 
order to permit a determination as to whether the con 
trol then intended for transmission is a permissible con 
trol. 

It is further contemplated by this invention that, at 
times, each ?eld station will be interrogated and an in 
dication will be transmitted from such interrogated 
field station back to the central office. It is further con 
templated that such received indication code will be 
checked with the information then already stored in the 
indication storage means of the computer to determine 
whether any change in the indication has taken place. 
Upon the detection of such a change, an appropriate 
processing will take place so that ifa display of that lo 
cation is called for it will indicate up-to-date informa 
tion. 

It is further possible by means of the present inven 
tion to provide additional data regarding train opera 
tion which information is useful in the operation of the 
railroad and which information is, by means of the 
prior art systems, either not readily available or avail 
able only with the expenditure of considerable extra 
amounts of equipment. Thus, it is readily possible to 
provide in the program which operates the electronic 
computer means one or more predetermined sub 
routines which can be effective, for example, to record 
the frequency of train movements, the times at which 
trains pass preselected locations along the trackway, 
the headway between trains, etc. 

It is also possible by means of the apparatus of this 
invention to provide for the storage of train identity in 
formation, which identity information can, if desired, 
also be displayed on the cathode ray tube available to 
the operator. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In describing the invention, reference will be made to 
the accompanying drawings in which: 
FIG. 1 is a perspective drawing of a typical operator’s 

console; 
FIG. 2 illustrates the various keys on the keyboard 

comprising a part of the apparatus of FIG. 1', 
FIG. 3 is an enlarged view of the three cathode ray 

tube displays which are made available to the system 
operator; 

FIG. 4 is a general block diagram of the apparatus of 
the invention; 
FIG. 5 is a ?ow chart for the centralized traffic con 

trol system program routine of this invention; 
FIG. 6A is a representation of a portion of the indica 

tion file; 
FIG. 6B is a representation of a portion of the control 

?le; 
FIGS. 7A and 7B are, respectively, flow charts of the 

maintainer call on and off routines of the decision ta 
ble; 
FIGS. 7C and 7D are, respectively, flow charts ofthe 

switch reverse and switch normal routines of the deci 
sion table; 
FIGS. 7E and 7F are, respectively, flow charts of the 

signal north and signal south PB routines of the deci 
sion table; 

FIG. 70 is a ?ow chart of the signal stop PB routine 
of the decision table; 

FIG. 7H is a ?ow chart of the switch correspondence 
routine of the decision table; 
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4 
FIG. 7] is a ?ow chart of the switch track occupancy 

indication change routine of the decision table; 
FIG. 8 is a track plan for locations 40, 41 and 42', 
FIG. 9A shows the different switch display con?gura 

tions; 
FIGS. 9B and 9C are respectively, displays for switch 

normal and switch reverse conditions; 
FIG. 9D illustrates a signal cleared over a reversed 

switch with track occupancy and 
FIG. 9E is a flow chart for the display routine. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

A typical operator’s console is shown in FIG. 1. This 
apparatus comprises a desk-like console 10 on whose 
upper surface are supported three separate viewing 
screens 12, 14, and 16, and a keyboard 18. An operator 
positioned at the console has displayed before him on 
the viewing screens 12 and 16 a visual display of the en 
tire trackway under his control together with indica 
tions concerning the presence of trains on the track 
way. On the center display screen 14 is displayed an en 
larged portion of the trackway, which enlarged portion 
may comprise, for example, a single siding or perhaps 
even only one end of a single siding. The particular 
trackway con?guration displayed thereon corresponds 
to a preselected portion of the overall trackway dis 
played on the two outlying screens 12 and 16. The por 
tion which is to be shown in greatly enlarged form on 
the center screen 14 is selected by the operator by ap 
propriate designation on the keyboard 18. Thus, when 
the operator designates a particular siding or end of a 
siding to be displayed on the center panel 14, he may 
call up such display and there will then be displayed on 
the center screen 14 not only the track configuration 
but also the locations and conditions of the switches 
and signals associated therewith as well as the occu 
pancy conditions of the associated track sections. 
A detailed illustration of the arrangement of the key 

board 18 of FIG. I is shown in FIG. 2. Thus, a plurality 
of keys is illustrated much in the manner of a typewriter 
keyboard except that the key layout is different from 
that of a standard typewriter. In any event, it will be 
noted that the key at the right-hand side and at the top 
most row is designated as LOC. In the next lower row 
of keys is provided a series of keys for each of the ten 
digits from zero through nine. The row of keys just 
mentioned is used in combination with the LOC key 20 
in the following manner. Thus, assuming that the oper 
ator wishes to transmit a particular control to a prese 
lected one of the various field stations in the system, 
the operator will then first depress the numbered keys 
1 through 0 in accordance with the field station or loca 
tion to be selected. Assuming, as a specific example, 
that the operator wishes to send a switch reverse con 
trol to field station no. 41 in the system, the first step 
will be to depress the LOC key 20 and thereafter to de 
press the keys numbered 4 and l in that order in the 
topmost row of numbered keys. 
Having designated a particular ?eld station as the one 

which is to be displayed on tube 14 and to receive a 
control, the operator must then designate which partic 
ular control is to be effective. Assuming, for example, 
that the operator wishes to designate the no. 1 switch 
to be operated to the reverse condition at the already 
designated ?eld station as described above he will de 
press key 30, designated 1R, which refers to a control 
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for switch 1 at the designated ?eld station to operate it 
to the reverse position. FIG. 3 shows that the center 
display unit 14 may be so arranged as to display 
thereon thecon?guration of the end only of a single 
siding, and‘ it will be understood that this will generally 
involve only a single track switch. However, the system 
is not intended to be limited to this but, may instead be 
arranged so that the center display tube will display 
thereonan entire siding and/or one or more cross 
overs, etc. in which event a plurality of switches and 
signals will be displayed. It is for this reason that the 
second row of keys on the keyboard of FIG. ‘2 provides 
for thedesignation of switch normal and switch reverse 
controls vto as many as ?ve different switches. Of 
course, where only a single switch is involved as is par 
ticularlyshown in FIG. 3, then only the pair of keys 28 
and 30 is required, key 28 upon actuation initiating a 
controlfor switch'l tov be normal, and key 30 upon ac 
tuation initiating a control for switch 1 to be operated 
to thereverse condition. 
llncludedalso in the second row of control keys are 

a-key26 which will designate that the snow-melting ap 
paratus at'the‘?eld station is to be placed into opera 
tion, and a further key 48 which designates at a se 
lected "?eld station a maintainer call directing mainte 
nance personnel to call in for instructions. 

The third row of keys in FIG. 2 is provided for the 
control'of-the signals at a?eld station, and each of 
these ‘keys ‘50, 52,34, 56 and 58 is associated with a 
pair of relatedtkeys in the next row below. Thus, key 50 
designating thatsignal l is to be controlled to display 
a stopjndication is associated with ‘keys 60 and 62. 
Thus, the \threeikeys 50, 60 and 62, providerfor the 
transmission of controls to signal '1 'to display, respec 
tively, .a-stop indication, a clearing of signal 1 for‘ieft 
boundwtraf?c, and a clearing of signal ‘1 for right-bound 
traf?c. ‘Similar groupings of three keys are shown in 
FIG. 2, each one associated with a different signal. 
Once the operator has designateda particular ?eld 

station and a particular control to be sent to that ?eld 
station, he must thereafter depress the start key 64 
which has the functionof initiating the transmission of 
a distincitive code to the selected ?eld station to imple 
ment thedesired control. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF FIG. ‘4 

FIG. 4 shows in block diagram form control appara 
tus for an entire CTC system. The apparatus at the con 
trol of?ce (enclosed in the dotted line 100) provides 
the capability of controlling each of a‘plurality of ?eld 
stations in a CTC system, in this case, FSl-FSN. 
Each of the ?eld stations,‘FSl, PS2 . . . FS'N, receives 

control signals,tover the communication line wires 101 
to control the respective switches and signals at that lo 
cation in response to the received controlsignals. In ad 
dition, the ?eld stations send indications to the central 
ot'?ce,.again via communication line wires 101, in ac 
cordance with the actual operated‘position of switches 
and the condition of ‘the signals at that location. Since 
applicant'sinvention is not directed to novel ?eld sta 
tion apparatus, no further description of the ?eld sta 
tion apparatuswillbe given here, and reference is made 
to US. Pat. 'No. 2,907,980 for a description of such a 
conventional ?eld station. 
The apparatus at the central office 100 can be bro 

ken down functionally into three subsystems. The ?rst 
subsystem is a‘human-machine communication system, 
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6 
the second is a control office-?eld station communica 
tion system, and the third is the decision making appa 
ratus responsive to the other two subsystems to per 
form the necessary logical functions. 
The human-machine communication subsystem 

comprises the CRT display 102 and the control key 
board 103, which is shown in more detail and explained 
with reference to FIG. 2. Control keyboard 103 may be 
a standard keyboard which converts depression of a 
key into electrical signals representative of that key. 
The signals generated by the control keyboard act as 
inputs to the logical apparatus of the third subsystem. 
In order for the human operator to control intelligently 
the apparatus in the ?eld station through his operation 
of the control keyboard, he must have up-to-date infor 
mation on‘the condition of particular switches, signals, 
and location of the trains in the system. To inform the 
operator, the CRT display 102 is provided which is en 
abled to display the conditions at a particular location, 
when directed by proper operation of the controlkey 
board, through operation of the third subsystem which, 
in storing information about each location, is capable 
of controlling the CRT 102 to display the information 
from any selected location. 
The second subsystem is a ?eld station-central office 

communication system which is represented‘by code 
converter 104. This apparatus receives control signals 
as generated by the decision making subsystem, con 
verts them for ef?cient transmission over communica 
tion wires 10] and for proper reception at the particu 
lar ?eld stations. In addition to transmitting control sig 
nals from the third subsystem to the field station, the 
code converter also receives indication signals from 
these ?eld stations and transmits them to the third sub 
system, the logical apparatus. 
The third subsystem, which has been termed the logi 

cal apparatus, has been‘shown, for ease of representa 
tion, as a central processing unit 105 with its internal 
memory 106 and an additional bulk memory 107. The 
central processing unit 105 may be characterized as the 
hub of the entire system, receiving information from a 
number of devices with respect to desired controls, re 
ceiving ?eld station indications, performing the neces 
sary logical functions in order to generate the proper 
control signals, and properly storing the information 
received from the field stations so that it is retrievable. 
The central processing unit 105 performs all of these 
functions as directed by a program designed to direct 
it to respond properly and perform the necessary func 
tions, which program will be described in detail later. 

The central processing unit 105 and its internal mem 
ory 106 have been shown enclosed for the reason that 
they are generally manufactured, sold and used as a 
unit. Applicant had found that the Nova Computer 
Model 1200, manufactured by Data General Corp. is 
suitable for the present purposes. This is generally re 
ferred to as a "mini“ computer by reason of its word 
length of 16 bits. Other minicomputers could be used 
instead of the Nova and indeed, a full size computer, 
i.e. one whose word length is 32 bits and up, could be 
used instead. By reason of its limited internal memory 
106, applicant ?nds it necessary to employ an auxiliary 
bulk memory 107. The particular Nova computer used 
by applicant has an internal memory composed of fer 
rite cores. This is not essential to applicant’s invention 
and other internal memories could be used, such as 
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solid state memories. Furthermore. although the Nova 
computer has insufficient memory capacity in its inter 
nal memory to retain all information required to oper 
ate this system, other computers. having sufficient in 
ternal memory capacity, could be used, thus eliminat 
ing the necessity for bulk memory 107. For a descrip 
tion of the Nova computer employed by applicant, see 
“A System Reference Manual for the Nova”, published 
by Data General Corporation, Southboro, Mass, copy 
right 1970. 
Each of the devices connected to the central process 

ing unit I05 is treated by that unit as either input. out 
put, or input/output. For instance. the keyboard is an 
input unit, the CRT display is an output unit, and the 
code converter and auxiliary bulk memory 107 are in 
put/output units. 
Before discussing the detailed description of the ap 

paratus. it will be necessary to describe the program 
which directs the central processing unit in its opera 
tion. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF FIG. 5 

FIG. 5 is a flow diagram for the portion of the pro 
gram which responds to signals related to the operation 
ofthe CTC system itself, as opposed to basic computer 
operating and house keeping signals designed to enable 
the machine to coordinate its activities. Before discuss 
ing FIG. 5 in any detail, it will ?rst be helpful if we con 
sider how the computer memory is allocated, both the 
internal memory and the bulk memory and how the sys 
tem generally operates. 
The chart below illustrates that the internal memory 

of the computer is allocated to contain a number of ta 
bles and ?les, in addition to the program. 

TABLE l 

INTERNAL M EMORY 

Program Sequence Indication Flag File 
Input File 

Digital Input Indication CTC Routine 
File Change File (FIG. 5] 

Indication File Reserved for Answer 
(FIG. 6A) Decision Table Back 

(FIG. 7) 

Control File Code Start 
(FIG. 68) File 

The program sequencer has reference to the operating 
system which will not be further described as it forms 
no part of applicant‘s invention. The CTC routine is 
shown in FIG. 5. One of the files located in the internal 
memory is allocated to store at any time one of a plural 
ity of decision tables. At this point it should be noted 
that a different decision table is provided for each ?eld 
station. In order to conserve the internal memory ofthe 
computer and thus economize on the overall cost of the 
system’s memory, all decision tables are located in the 
bulk memory. Only when a particular decision table is 
needed is it loaded into the internal memory of the ma 
chine from the bulk memory. Therefore, internal mem 
ory space need only be allocated for one such decision 
table. 

Additional ?les in the internal memory are the digital 
input ?le, in which are placed the inputs received by 
the computer from the keyboard. Another ?le is the in 
dication ?le, which is further illustrated in FIG. 6A. 
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In explaining FIG. 6A. reference should be made to 

FIG. 8 which illustrates a track plan for a portion of the 
right-of-way which is to be controlled from the control 
of?ce. The vertical dotted lines in FIG. 8 denote the 
limits of the separate field stations. FIG. 8 thus shows 
three ?eld stations 40, 41 and 42. Each of these field 
stations has a plurality of track signals and may have 
one or more track switches associated therewith. For 
each of these switches. signals. at various field stations. 
the computer must have available to it the current op 
erational status of each device. and the indication ?le 
performs this function. ' i ' 

FIG. 6A is divided into two halves. the left relating to 
the address and the right relating to the contents. As is 
well known. only the information in the right-hand por 
tion is actually stored in the internal memory. Further 
more, the address in FIG. 6A, such as address 40. does 
not refer to an absolute address in the internal memory 
of the computer but merely refers to an address in the 
indication ?le in which is contained information related 
to ?eld station 40. Each separate item corresponds to 
a bit of information. and is so stored. The particular bit 
address for each location is de?nitive of what the infor 
mation represents. For instance. what is represented as 
bit 3 for ?eld stations 40 and 41, (TK). is related to 
track occupancy. However. this same bit address for 
field station 42 relates to the normal position of switch 
number 2. Thus, a 1 in bit address 3 for either ?eld sta' 
tions 40 or 41 would indicate that track location was 
occupied; conversely. the presence of a 0 would indi 
cate the track was unoccupied. On the other hand, a l 
in the bit address 3 for ?eld station 42 would indicate 
that switch 2 at ?eld station 42 is in the full normal po 
sition; whereas, a 0 would indicate that the switch was 
not in the full normal position. Of course, the particular 
bit addresses for the particular items of information 
shown in FIG. 6A are merely examples. and the assign 
ment of these bit locations and their representation can 
be varied in accordance with the operation of the par 
ticular computer shown. its internal memory, or the ar 
rangement of information in the transmission system 
coupling the central office and the ?eld stations. 
Not only is the storage of indications an important 

function, but also any changes in the indications must 
be recognized and properly dealt with. Therefore, the 
indication information received from the field stations 
over the communication lines is not transmitted to the 
indication ?le immediately. Instead. the indication 
input is transmitted to an indication input file which is 
structured similarly to the ?le shown in FIG. 6A. One 
of the subroutines in the program compares the indica 
tion input ?le with the indication ?le and notes any in 
dication changes; such changes are then stored in an 
indication change ?le. Of course, the indication file is 
then updated so as to represent the latest information. 
The indication change file. which registers those indi 
cations that have most recently changed, forms a fur 
ther input to the CTC subroutine which will be dis 
cussed in more detail later. 
A further ?le. allocated in the internal memory of the 

machine. is a control file. shown in Table 1 above. A 
further detailed showing of the control ?le bit alloca 
tions is shown in FIG. 6B which has many similar char 
acteristics to FIG. 6A. Each address 40-42 refers to the 
field stations 40-42 shown for purposes of explanation 
in FIG. 8. In contrast to the indication file. the contents 
of the control ?le do contain the location address as 
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shown in FIG. 6B. This enables the communication sys 
tem to transmit the address of the field station to which 
the controls are directed prior to transmission of the 
control signals themselves. In addition, the control ?le 
stores controls which are to be transmitted to the re 
spective ?eld stations. For instance, WN refers to a 
control to operate the track switch to its normal condi 
tion, WR refers to a control for the switch to its reverse 
condition, GN refers to a control to clear the signal for 
northbound traf?c, and GS refers to a control to clear 
the signal for southbound traffic, etc. Since location 42 
is more complex than either location 40 or 41, we ?nd 
that its control ?le makes provision for the control of 
two switches, W1 and W2, and also two signals, G1 and 
G2. 
The remaining files in the internal memory to be dis 

cussed are the code start file, the flag ?le, and the an 
swer back ?le. At the completion ofthe operator’s ma 
nipulation of the keyboard, in order to initiate the 
transmission of a control code to the field station, the 
operator must depress the code start button. However, 
prior to the actual transmission of the proper code, cer 
tain logical operations will have to take place. There~ 
fore, in order to retain the indication that the operator 
has operated the code start button, a code start file is 
available to store the indication of a code start request 
along with the ?eld station address to which the control 
is directed. 
The flag ?le is another ?le for maintaining intermedi 

ate indications which are not yet fully processed. For 
instance, as will be explained below, prior to the trans 
mission of a signal call, two logical operations have to 
take place. The ?rst checks the propriety of the signal 
call against the conditions in the ?eld related to traffic 
conditions. The second logical check is a track switch 
correspondence check, i.e. a check to determine, pre~ 
paratory to the clearing of a wayside signal, that any as 
sociated track switch or switches are in the appropriate 
operated condition. One of the functions, therefore, of 
the ?ag file is to store the intermediate signal requests, 
after their propriety has been approved, but prior to the 
time switch correspondence has been checked. As will 
be seen during the explanation of the decision tables, 
when a switch request is made, and approved, it is then 
stored in the control ?le for transmission to the ?eld. 
However, when a signal request is made, and its propri 
ety is approved by the decision table routines shown in 
FIGS. 70 and F, it is stored in the ?ag ?le. Only when 
the switch correspondence has been checked and de 
termined is the signal request transferred from the ?ag 
file to the control ?le for transmission to the field. The 
flag ?le can contain other information such as track 
blocking which is related to conditions in the field, but 
which is not received as an indication from the ?eld sta 
tion. Track blocking would be effected, for instance, if 
work was being done on a particular track section. 
The answer back ?le is loaded under the particular 

conditions de?ned below. When a signal request can 
not be translated into a signal call due to lack of switch 
correspondence, this is noted in the code start ?le by 
clearing the code start request and setting a delayed 
code start request. In order for the program to deter 
mine whether or not any such signal requests are resi 
dent in the flag ?le, when an indication change is re 
ceived which is related to switch position, the code 
start file is checked to see if a delayed code start re 
quest is pending. If it is, then the location number is in 
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serted in the answer back ?le. This indicates that the 
flag ?le should be checked for a signal request for that 
location and switch correspondence should again be 
checked to see if the signal request can be translated 
from a signal request to a signal call for transmission to 
the ?eld. 

In addition to the files previously mentioned, there 
are other miscellaneous files which are related to func 
tions which it is not believed necessary to describe in 
detail. Some of these relate to internal record keeping 
for the computer; others may relate to other functions 
which may be implemented as a consequence of the in 
formation available to the computer, but not directly 
concerned with control of the operations of switches, 
signals and the like. In the latter category, a manage 
ment information system may be included in the com 
puter program so as to print out train locations at vari— 
ous times, train identi?cation numbers, etc., which may 
be useful in determining how ef?ciently the railroad is 
being run. Inasmuch as such a management informa 
tion subsystem forms no part of applicant's invention, 
it will not be further described here. 
Now that the allocation of the different files and ta 

bles in the internal memory has been discussed, and the 
structure of some ofthese files has also been discussed, 
it is important to have an understanding of the manner 
in which the program directs the computer in its nor 
mal operation. 
The CTC subroutine, the ?ow chart of which is 

shown in FIG. 5, performs logical operations when the 
computer recognizes either a digital input, such as in 
input from the keyboard of FIG. 2, or indication 
change. Thus, the computer normally traverses the 
loop, checking for the various possible inputs. There 
are two different modes of handling indication inputs 
from the ?eld. In one mode, the computer can, through 
its communication sub-routine, sequentially poll each 
of the ?eld stations and request it to transmit to the 
computer the status of the various switches and signals 
at that location. In this mode of operation, the com 
puter receives, in order, through the code system, sta 
tus indications for each of the various switches and sig 
nals at each of the different ?eld stations. The other 
mode of operation is for the ?eld stations to transmit 
indications to the computer when, and only when, the 
status of one of its switches, signals, or track occupancy 
conditions changes. In this latter mode of operation, 
the computer receives indications from a field station 
only when one of the indications at that station has 
changed. Although either of these modes of operation 
can be employed, of course, the program which directs 
the computer would have to be slightly different for the 
different modes. Thus, in the polling or roll-call mode, 
the communication program is arranged to sequentially 
interrogate each of the ?eld stations while in the latter 
mode no such sub-routine is required. Furthermore, in 
both modes, the indications received are not all neces 
sarily new information, some may be the same indica 
tions that are already stored in the computer from a 
previous indication transmission. Thus, the indications 
received are applied to an indication input file where 
they are compared, on a bit-by-bit basis with the indica» 
tions already contained in the indication ?le for that lo 
cation. When a change is detected, the changed indica 
tion information is then stored in an indication change 
?le for subsequent processing. 
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Although either of the two modes of operation can be 
successfully used, and both have respective advantages 
and disadvantages, the instant invention is disclosed 
with a program operating under the ?rst mode of oper 
ation, that is, the polling mode. Concurrently with the 
communication system operation, the CTC routine 
shown in FIG. 5 is performed. When neither a key 
board not indication change input is detected, the pro 
gram simply loops repeatedly through the routine. The 
frequency at which the program is scanned is suf? 
ciently high to permit at least one complete program 
scan between any two consecutive key actuations. The 
communication routine is interlocked with the running 
of the CTC routine in the following manner: When an 
indication change is detected, the information is stored 
in the indication change ?le. This file is checked by the 
CTC routine of FIG. 5 on each program scan. When 
the program has processed the indication changes, the 
indication change ?le is cleared so that a subsequently 
detected indication change can be inserted. If the com 
munication system detects an indication change at a 
time when the indication change ?le is storing a previ 
ous indication change, the communication system 
ceases operating and waits until it can insert the last 
found indication change into the indication change file 
before proceeding to poll another field station. 
Having explained the different items of information 

stored in the computer and their general location, it is 
appropriate to discuss the flow sheet of FIG. 5. FIG. 5 
discloses a flow chart for the CTC sub~routine which 
handles the logical processes related to clearing signals, 
throwing switches, and keeping track of train positions 
such that an orderly routine is possible. 
However, it is ?rst necessary to understand what it is 

that the human operator will be performing and what 
the combination of computer system, communication 
system, and program will perform. The operator of the 
system, with the condition of each of the switches and 
signals and location of all trains in his territory avail 
able to him through the CRT display, and capable of 
transmitting controls to any of the switches or signals 
in the system through means of his control keyboard, 
is the originator of all control signals for the CTC sys 
tem. By properly actuating a location number in his 
control keyboard, he can call upon the CRT display an 
illustration of the corresponding field station. For ex 
ample, the display on the CRT 102 of the track layout 
for ?eld station 41 (FIG. 8) will be accompanied by a 
display of the condition of the associated track switch, 
of the condition of the associated signal, and a display 
ofthe position of any trains at field station 41. With this 
information, the operator may then designate the 
switches to be thrown and the signals to be cleared as 
required by the demands of traffic. It is at this point 
that the combination computer system and program 
goes into operation in order to test whether or not the 
controls requested are proper under the circumstances 
as re?ected by the information stored in the internal 
memory. 
Referring to FIG. 5, this drawing shows the CTC rou 

tine for interpreting keyboard inputs and indication 
changes and providing an output to the communica 
tions system to properly control the respective switches 
and signals at the various ?eld stations. This routine 
can be executed either periodically, i.e. for instance, 
every 20 milliseconds, or it can be executed on a free 
running or repetitive basis. In the latter event, as soon 
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as one scan through the routine is ended, a subsequent 
pass is initiated. The ?rst decision point 200 checks 
whether a transfer to or from bulk memory is in 
progress: if it is, the rest of the program is inhibited 
until the transfer is completed. Decision point 201 de 
termines whether a push-button entry from the key 
board has been detected. If it has, then decision point 
202 determines whether or not the decision table re 
lated to the selected group is in the internal memory; 
if not, the indicated transfer is made. The next program 
function 203 is to find the decision table address which 
corresponds to the push-button input. The manner in 
which this function is accomplished will be described 
in relation to the decision tables which are found in 
FIG. 7. 
Once the address of the decision table has been lo 

cated which corresponds to the keyboard input, the de 
cision table processor at 204 takes over and performs 
the logical functions necessary to determine whether or 
not the selected controls are permissible. The re 
entrant loop 205 provides a means whereby the pro 
gram can perform this process for a number of push 
button entries prior to entering the next step of the pro 
gram. When a code start is detected function 206 clears 
the push-button entry flags and the location number in 
asmuch as they are no longer needed. The entry flag is 
a reference to a bistable device associated with the key 
board which is set when the keyboard has input infor 
mation to transmit to the computer. Once this input has 
been handled, as explained above, the flag is cleared. 

If, when searching for the address of the decision 
table input which corresponds to the keyboard input, 
no address is found, then the functions 204 and 206 are 
not performed as no valid input is awaiting processing. 

In the event that there are no push-button entries, or 
that no entry corresponds to an address of the decision 
table, or once the processing of the entries has been 
completed, the program next determines, at decision 
point 207, whether the code system is busy so as to pro 
vide the capability of transmitting controls. It will be 
recalled that the code system continually polls the field 
stations for transmission of indications to the central 
office. When the transmission of controls is taking 
place, the address associated with the field station 
which is to receive the controls is contained in a regis 
ter. If no such communication is taking place, the regis 
ter is cleared. The decision point 207 then merely re 
quires the computer to check that particular register 
for the presence of an address. Subsequent to each in 
dication communication with any ?eld station, there is 
a period of time during which no communication takes 
place, and during this time the code system is not busy. 
If that is determined to be the case, the next decision 
point 208 determines if any code starts are wanted. 
When the operator has completed punching out his 

requested controls on the keyboard, the last key is a 
code start key to indicate that he wants the controls 
transmitted and he is finished with that particular loca 
tion. Thus the decision point 208 determines whether 
or not the code start button has been pushed. If it has, 
the next function 209 is to generate the location num 
ber associated with the field station to which the con 
trols inputted at the keyboard are to be transmitted. 
The next decision point 210 determines whether the 
decision table associated with that location are in the 
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internal memory of the machine. if it is not, the appro 
priate transfer is made and at function 211 the decision 
table takes over to determine switch correspondence. 
This is another decision table function and will be ex 
plained in relation to FIG. 7 which illustrates the details 
of the decision table. 

if switch correspondence is determined then, at func 
tion 212, the code system's busy indicator is set and the 
controls resident in the control tile for this location are 
subsequently outputted to the ?eld. The manner in 
which the controls are stored in the control file will be 
come clear with detailed discussion of the operation of 
the decision table with respect to functions 204 and 
211. If there are no code starts wanted or there is no 
switch correspondence, or after the code system busy 
indicator has been set, decision point 213 in the pro 
gram determines whether any indications have 
changed. if they have, decision points 214 determines 
whether the decision tables associated with the loca 
tions where the changed indications originated from 
are in the internal memory. If they are not, the appro 
priate transfer is made from the bulk memory. 
As in the case of function 203, once the decision ta 

bles are in the internal memory of the machine, the 
next function to be performed is to determine the ad 
dress of the decision table associated with the changed 
indication, for processing. The manner in which this is 
handled, as in the case of function 203, will be ex 
plained in relation to FIG. 7 with respect to the deci 
sion table and its operation. When the associated ad 
dress has been located, the decision table processor, at 
function 216, performs the necessary logical operations 
upon the changed indications. The re-entrant loop 217 
is provided to handle all of the changed indications at 
a particular location. When each of these has been han 
dled and no further change indications are found, the 
program goes on to function 218 to determine if the 
code system is busy. This function is similar to the code 
system busy check at function 207. 

In order to understand the next function 219 deter 
mining whether an answer back has been received, the 
following background is necessary. 
There is a significant difference in operation when a 

signal is to be cleared over a switch which is lying prop 
erly, as compared to clearing a signal over a switch 
which must be thrown. For instance, if a route is to be 
set up in a north-bound direction for a train which is to 
travel over the associated switch in the normal position, 
and the switch is in that position, then the only action 
necessary is to clear the associated signal. However, 
under the same conditions, when the switch is, at the 
time of initiation of the control, in the reverse position, 
then not only must the signal be cleared, but the switch 
must also be thrown. It should be understood that the 
apparatus at the field station will prevent the actual 
clearance of the signal in the field when the switch is 
not in the proper position. This is so regardless of the 
control sent out from the control office. Therefore, 
from a safety point of view it will be quite appropriate 
to transmit both the switch throwing control and the 
signal clearing control at the same time inasmuch as the 
signal will not be cleared until the switch is properly 
thrown. However, if for some reason the switch is not 
thrown then, of course, the signal will not be cleared 
and if the train approaches the signal it will have to 
await the throwing of the switch and the subsequent 
clearing of the signal. 
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Another fashion of handling this situation when both 

signal and switch controls are necessary for aligning a 
route, is to inhibit the transmission of the signal clear 
ing control until the switch has actually been thrown 
and such an indication is received at the control of?ce. 
At that time, then, the signal clearing control can be 
transmitted. It should be clear that either method is ac 
ceptable from a safety point of view inasmuch as the 
apparatus at the ?eld stations themselves ensure safe 
operation. However, the present system employs the 
latter mode of operation, i.e., it will not transmit a con 
trol clearing signal unless the switches are in correspon 
dence. The manner in which this is effected will be 
made clear during the discussion of operation of the de 
cision tables per se but at this point it is sufficient to 
note that the functions 211 and 222 are decision table 
processor functions which determine switch correspon 
dence, i.e., the switch actually being in the position it 
is called for. 
As has been explained, the answer back file is loaded 

when a switch indication change is detected with refer 
ence to a location having a delayed code start request 
pending. When an answer back is detected at function 
219, the location number is generated for the relevant 
location at function 220. Any necessary decision table 
transfer is made at decision point 221. Function 222 is 
a switch correspondence check which will cause a con 
trol code transmission at 223 if correspondence is de 
tected. if no correspondence is detected, no changes 
are made in the various ?les. After the control code 
transmission or if no correspondence is detected the 
main scan is completed. 
Although the explanation of FIG. 5 is now complete, 

it is still necessary to explain how the decision table 
processor functions to determine on a logical basis the 
permissibility of a particular control inputted to the 
keyboard. The particular decision table processors 
come into play at four separate locations in the flow di 
agram of FIG. 5. Functions 203 and 204, in response 
to a keyboard input, first determine the address of the 
appropriate decision table input and then check the 
permissiblity of this control. Functions 215 and 216 re 
spond to an indication change, ?rst to locate the ad 
dress of the appropriate decision table and then process 
that information as necessary. The functions performed 
by the processors at 211 and 222 are identical; in both 
cases the decision table determines whether the 
switches are in correspondence so as to enable the 
transmission of a signal control. 
As has been explained above, in response to depres 

sion of the keyboard by the operator, the digital input 
file is ?lled in accordance with the particular keys de 
pressed. Function 203 merely counts the non-?lled lo 
cations in the digital input file and determines which of 
the digital input file locations are ?lled in response to 
a key depression. The count at the time a non-zero lo 
cation is detected determines which of the keys had 
been depressed. For the location 41 illustrated in FIG. 
8 which has one switch and one signal, there are eight 
possible digital inputs. 
Once the digital input is determined, by the process 

discussed above, the input determines the appropriate 
address, in the decision table, to process the initiation 
of that control. The possible digital inputs are "main 
tainer-call on push-button”, "maintainer-call off push 
button", "switch 1 normal push-button", “switch 1 re 
verse push-button", “signal 1 stop push-button”, “sig 
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nal 1 north push-button", “signal 1 south push 
button“, and “code start push-button“. The decision 
table incorporates a subroutine for each of these possi— 
ble keyboard inputs as well as a subroutine for each of 
the possible indication change inputs and a further sub 
routine to check the switch correspondence. Each de 
cision table is tailored for the particular field location 
it is related to. For instance, while the location 41 has 
only one switch and one signal and therefore need only 
provide for the eight possible keyboard inputs relating 
to that switch or that signal, other locations with more 
switches and more signals would have a more extensive 
decision table based upon the track configuration for 
that location and the associated adjacent locations. 
As the explanation of the particular decision table 

subroutines proceeds it will be seen that each of the 
subroutines comprises either decision points or the set 
ting or resetting of various memory locations. The deci 
sion points relate to the status of the control and indica 
tion files which re?ect the controls which are to be sent 
and the status of the equipment in the field. As has 
been explained with reference to FIGS. 6A and 6B, the 
particular bit location at which information is stored is 
determined by the particular ?eld location. That is, a 
particular bit location for one field location may store 
a track occupancy indication whereas the same bit lo 
cation for another field station may store a signal indi 
cation. In the same manner, the bit locations in the con 
trol file are also dependent upon the particular ?eld 
station to which they refer. The decision table then in 
corporates not only the particular logical queries which 
are to be asked, but also indicates the location in mem 
ory at which the answer will be found. Because of the 
answer-back mode of operation, switch and signal call 
(controls) information will be located in the output ?le. 
Track switch requests relate to keyboard inputs and 
will be found in the digital input ?le. A wayside signal 
control inputted at the keyboard will be found in the 
digital input ?le and is termed a signal flag. The signal 
request, that is, a signal control which has been found 
permissible but not transmitted for lack of switch cor 
respondence will be found in the software flag file. 
The decision table operation makes use of four dif— 

ferent operations. The ?rst is a branch which is capable 
of branching to either of two different locations, the 
first being an absolute location specified by the instruc 
tion, the second being to branch to a location a speci 
fied number of memory locations from the existing lo 
cation. The set instruction causes the machine to put a 
l at a particular bit location, the reset instruction 
causes the computer to clear or reset a particular bit 
location. The fourth instruction is a test instruction 
which identi?es a particular bit to be tested and carries 
with it two alternative subsequent instruction ad 
dresses. If the bit is set, one of these instruction ad 
dresses is effective, while if the bit is not set, the other 
instruction address is effective. 
Since the different field locations are not indepen 

dent of one another, that is, whether or not a particular 
signal can be cleared or a switch thrown depends not 
only upon the status of the particular field location at 
which that switch or signal is located, but also depends 
upon the status of adjacent ?eld locations, the decision 
table makes reference not only to the various files asso 
ciated with the particular location to which the control 
will be directed, but also makes reference to the ?les 
associated with adjacent locations. With this back 
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ground in mind, and assuming a digital input caused by 
the depression of the maintainercall on push-button, 
the decision table will call up the subroutine shown in 
FIG. 7A. 
The ?rst step in this subroutine 225 is to reset the call 

designated as the "maintainer-call-off". This is a refer 
ence to the control ?le and is merely designed to main 
tain logical consistency inasmuch as we will be setting 
the call designated as the “maintainer-call-on" in step 
226. This will result in, for instance, putting a l in bit 
location 11 and a 0 in bit location 12, in FIG. 6B. The 
third step of this subroutine 227 is to reset the "main 
tainer-caIl-on“ push-button ?ag. This has reference to 
the digital input file, which initiated the subroutine. 
Thus, at this point, the control file has been set for a 
transmission to the ?eld of a maintainer call on call as 
indicated by the keyboard input. The subroutine is now 
complete and step 228 returns through re-entrant path 
205 to search for further inputs from the keyboard. 

FIG. 7B shows a subroutine if the “maintainer-call 
of ” push-button had been depressed, including steps 
229, 230, 231 and 232. This subroutine performs the 
exact opposite of the subroutine shown in FIG. 7A, set 
ting bit 12 and resetting bit 11 in the control file FIG. 
6B for subsequent transmission to the field station. 
FIGS. 7C and 70 show the subroutine performed if 

a switch position push-button had been actuated. The 
program checks to see whether the switch had been 
locked or blocked and, if not, sets the appropriate 
switch call in the control file and resets the push-button 
?ag in the digital input tile and then returns to the main 
program, its function having been accomplished. 

FIG. 7E shows the program subroutine for handling 
a north signal pushbutton request, that is, a request by 
the operator to clear the north signal. The first decision 
point 233 is to check whether the track within that lo» 
cation is occupied. If it is, then the signal will not be 
cleared, the subroutine jumps to point A in the pro 
gram, resetting the signal north push-button flag at 247, 
and returns through 248 to the main program. How 
ever, if the track is not occupied, the program next de 
termines at 234 whether a south signal had been re 
quested for that location. If it had, the program again 
jumps to point A. If no south signal had been previously 
requested, the program determines at 235 whether the 
switch is called normal and, if it is, then determines at 
244 whether the main track between locations 40 and 
41 is blocked. If it is blocked, the program then jumps 
to point A again. If it is not blocked, the next decision 
point 245 determines whether the traffic on the main 
track between locations 40 and 41 is north. If it is, the 
north signal request is set at 246 and the north signal 
push-button flag is reset at 247, and the program re 
turns to the main through 248. If the machine has not 
determined that the traffic on the main track between 
locations 40 and 41 is north, then the next decision 
point 246 is to determine whether switch 40, i.e., the 
switch at location 40, is called reverse. If it is, the next 
decision point 250 determines whether switch 40 is in 
the reverse position and, if it is, then the main track be 
tween locations 40 and 41 has its main traf?c set north 
at 253 and its main traffic south reset at 242. The pro 
gram then sets the north signal request for location 41 
at 246, and proceeds through the program from point 
A. This portion has, in effect, determined that the 
switch at location 40 is in the reverse position, thus any 
traf?c travelling south from location 39 would be 
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shunted onto the siding and, therefore, with the switch 
at location 41 in the normal position, the signal at loca 
tion 41 can be cleared north safely. 

If, on the other hand, switch 40 is not called reverse, 
the program determines at decision point 249 whether 
a south signal is requested at location 40. lf it is, then 
the north signal at location 41 cannot be safely cleared 
and the program jumps to point A resetting the north 
signal push-button flag at 247 and returning to the main 
program through 248. if switch 40 was not called re 
verse and there was no south signal request for signal 
40, then the program determines at 250, if switch 40 is 
actually in the reverse position; if it is not, the program 
then determines at 251 if 40 south approach is indicat 
ing an approach. If it is, again, the north signal at loca 
tion 41 cannot be safely cleared and thus the program 
returns to reset the north signal push-button ?ag at 247 
and returns to the main program through 248. If, how 
ever, the 40 south approach is not stuck, then it is safe 
to clear the north signal at location 41 and thus the pro 
gram resets at 252 the main track between locations 40 
and 41 as south and sets at 253 that traffic as north, 
also sets the north signal request at 246, resets the 
north push-button ?ag at 247, and returns to the main 
program at 248. 

If switch 41 had not been called normal, the program 
determines at 236 if the switch was called reverse; if 
not, the program jumps to point A since the switch had 
been called neither reverse nor normal and the signal 
cannot be cleared. If the switch was called reverse, the 
next decision 237 point checks whether the traffic on 
the siding between locations 40 and 41 is north. If it is, 
the signal can be safely cleared as above. However, if 
it is not, the program determines at 238 ifthe switch at 
location 40 is called normal. If it is, the next decision 
point 240 determines if the switch 40 is actually nor 
mal; if it is, then the signal can be safely cleared. There 
fore, the 40-41 siding traffic south is reset at 242, the 
40-41 siding traffic north is set at 243 and the signal 41 
north request is set as before. In effect, the program has 
determined that with the switch at location 41 in the 
reverse position and the switch at location 40in the 
normal position any southbound traffic coming from 
location 40 will travel on the main track and thus the 
north-bound traffic travelling on the siding track can be 
safely accommodated. 

If switch 40 was not called normal, the program then 
determines at 239 if the 40 south signal had been re 
quested. lf it has, then the north signal cannot be 
cleared for the siding track and thus the program jumps 
to point A to reset the north push-button flag without 
setting the north signal request. if no south signal had 
been requested for location 40, the program next deter 
mines at 240 if the switch at location 40 is in a normal 
position. If it is not, the program must next determine 
at 241 if the 40 south approach is stuck, and if it is, it 
again jumps to point A in the program. If the 40 south 
approach is not stuck, then, notwithstanding the fact 
that the switch 40 is not in the normal position, there 
is no train which has accepted that signal and therefore 
clearing the north signal at location 41 to route traffic 
to the siding will be proper. Therefore, the siding be 
tween locations 40 and 41 has its traffic set north at 
243 and its south traffic reset at 242. The signal request 
is then set at 246, the push-button flag reset at 247, and 
the program returns to the main through 248 having 
completed its function. 
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Assuming the signal south push-button had been de 

pressed, the subroutine shown in FIG. 7F will deter 
mine the propriety of clearing the signal south with re 
spect to the conditions at locations 41 and 42. Location 
42 is relevant inasmuch as that is the next-adjacent sec~ 
tion in the route. The ?rst decision point 254 is to de 
termine whether track section 41, adjacent the switch 
at location 41, is occupied. If it is, the program skips to 
point A to reset the south signal push-button flag 275 
and return through 276. In effect, the program has de 
termined it is not safe to clear the south signal at loca 
tion 41 as the track adjacent the switch at location 41 
is occupied. The push-button flag in the digital input 
file has been reset at function 275 but nothing further 
is accomplished and therefore the signal will not be 
cleared. If, however, the track adjacent the switch at 
location 41 was not occupied, decision point 255 deter 
mines whether the main track between locations 41 
and 42 is blocked. If it is, again, the south signal at loca 
tion 41 cannot be cleared, and therefore the program 
again skips to point A shown in FIG. 7F. If, however, 
the track is not blocked, decision point 256 determines 
if the main traffic between locations 41 and 42 is south. 
If it is, then the signal can be safely cleared and the 
program skips to function 274 to set the 41 south signal 
request, in the flag file, and resets the signal south push 
button ?ag in the digital input file at function 275 and 
then returns through function 276. Assuming, however, 
that the traffic between locations 41 and 42 had not 
been determined as south, then decision points 257 and 
258 determine if the track between locations 41 and 42 
is occupied. If both of these decisions are positive, then 
that track is occupied and the program again steps to 
point A to refuse the signal south request. If, however, 
either one of these is not positive, then the program de 
termines, at decision point 259, if the 42-1 track is oc 
cupied. This has reference to the main track at location 
42. If this track is occupied, then again the program 
skips to point A and refuses to clear the signal 1 south. 
Assuming, however, that it is not occupied, then deci 
sion point 260 determines whether the switch 42-2 is in 
the reverse position. This switch is identified in FIG. 8 
as 42-2. If this switch is in the reverse position, then de 
cision point 261 determines if the siding track at loca 
tion 42, that is, track 42-2, is occupied. If it is, then the 
signal south cannot be cleared as, with switch 42-2 in 
the reverse position, the south traffic would be shunted 
onto the siding. Occupation of the siding therefore pro 
hibits clearing the south signal under these conditions 
and the program skips to point A. Assuming, however, 
that either the switch 42-2 is not in the reverse position 
or that the track 42-2 is not occupied, decision 262 
then determines if the switch 42-2 is called normal. If 
it is, then a decision point 263 determines if switch 42-1 
is called reverse. Switch 42-1 is so designated in H6. 
8. 
Although there are four switches at location 42, they 

are controlled as two units. Only two situations can oc 
cur: either the location is treated as a siding as locations 
40 and 41, or it is treated as a cross-over in which case, 
for north traffic, switch 42-1 would be reversed as 
would the next switch in the north direction, whereas 
the third switch in that direction would be normal. 

If traffic were in the southbound direction then, as a 
cross-over, switch 42-2 would be reverse, the next 
switch in the south direction would be reverse, and the 
next-following switch in the south direction would be 
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normal. Therefore, identi?cation of two switch posi 
tions is suf?cient to describe the field conditions. 
Therefore. if decision point 263 determines that switch 
42-1 is not called reverse it must determine, at decision 
point 264, if the 42-1 north signal is requested. If it is, 
then of course the south signal at location 41 cannot be 
cleared as a northbound train will be coming through 
on the main track. Therefore, the program skips to 
point A and refuses the south signal request. If, how 
ever, switch 42-1 is either called reverse or there is no 
42-1 north signal request, then decision point 265 de 
termines if switch 42-1 is reverse. If it is, and if, as had 
been previously determined in this leg of the program, 
that switch 42-2 had been called normal, then it is ap 
propriate to approve the signal request and therefore 
function 272 resets 41-42 traffic as north, function 273 
sets 41-42 traf?c as south, function 274 sets 41 south 
signal request in the ?ag ?le, and function 275 resets 
the signal south push-button ?ag in the digital input 
file. Assuming, however, that switch 42-1 was not in the 
reverse position, then it is necessary to determine if the 
42-] north approach is stuck. If it is, then it would not 
be appropriate to clear the south signal at location 41 
and the program skips to point A to refuse the request. 
However, if the 42-1 north approach is not stuck as de 
termined at decision point 266, then it is appropriate to 
clear the south signal at location 41 and the program 
accomplishes this through functions 272 through 276. 

This portion of the program was entered when deci 
sion point 262, determined at switch 42-2, was called 
normal. If, however, switch 42-2 is not called normal, 
then decision point 267 determines if switch 42-1 was 
called normal. If it is, then decision point 268 deter 
mines if the 42-2 north signal had been requested. If it 
has, it would obviously be inappropriate to clear the 
south signal at location 41 and the program refuses this 
request by skipping to point A. If the 42-2 north signal 
was not requested, then decision point 269 determines 
if the 42-2 north approach is stuck. If it is, even though 
the north signal at 42-2 has not yet been requested, it 
would be inappropriate to clear the south signal at loca 
tion 41 and thus the program skips to point A, refusing 
the request. If, on the other hand, neither the 42-2 
north signal is requested nor is the 42-2 north approach 
stuck, then it is appropriate to clear the south signal at 
location 41 and this is accomplished as before through 
functions 272 through 276. 

If, however, decision point 267 determined that 
switch 42-1 was not called normal, then decision point 
270 determines if the 42-1 north signal had been re 
quested. If it had, the program skips to point A, refus 
ing the request. Decision point 271 determines if the 
42-1 north approach is stuck which would be another 
reason for refusing the south signal request at location 
41. If it is, the program again skips to point A and re 
fuses the request. If decision points 270 and 271 deter 
mine that the north signal at 42-1 had not been re 
quested and the north approach at 42-1 was not stuck, 
then it is appropriate to clear the 41 south signal and 
this is again accomplished through functions 272 
through 276. 
Thus, the routine shown in FIG. 7F determines, 

based upon the conditions at location 41 and 42, if it 
is appropriate to clear the south signal as requested. If 
it is, the 41 south signal request is set in the ?ag ?le and 
the flag related to this signal south in the digital input 
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file is reset. As has been explained above, however, the 
control ?le is not changed inasmuch as switch corre 
spondence would have to be checked before clearing 
the signal in the field. 

If it was the signal stop push-button which had been 
depressed, the address located at function 203 in FIG. 
5 would refer the program to the subroutine shown in 
FIG. 7G. This subroutine would ensure a signal stop 
call by resetting the north signal request 280, resetting 
the south signal request 281, resetting the north signal 
call 282, and resetting the south signal call 283. As has 
been explained above, of course, the signal requests 
which are reset by 280 and 281 appear in the ?ag ?le 
and the calls reset at 282 and 283 appear in the control 
file. Also, at 284 the signal stop call in the control file 
is set, and the signal stop flag in the digital input file is 
reset at 285. The subroutine is completed at 286 and 
exits to the main routine. 
The remaining possible digital or keyboard input is a 

code start request. This merely sets a code start request 
in a code start ?le with the address of the appropriate 
field location for which the code start is requested. In 
asmuch as the code start is the last key depression for 
the transmission of a control for any one location, this 
key depression, after setting the code start request, 
clears all entry ?ags in the digital input file and also 
clears the location number initially inserted by the op 
erator and, as shown in FIG. 5, the routine proceeds 
with function 207. 
As we had previously indicated, whereas a track 

switch push-button input, which proved permissible by 
the decision table check resulted in a switch call di 
rectly in the control file, a wayside signal push-button 
keyboard input which proves permissible, results not in 
an input to the control ?le but an input to a ?ag file in 
dicating a signal request. Prior to the time the signal re 
quest is transmitted to the field station to operate the 
appropriate signal, switch correspondence must be de 
termined. The functions 211 and 222 in FIGS perform 
this operation and now, with reference to FIG. 7H we 
will explain how the switch correspondence subroutine 
and the decision table perform this function. 
The decision points 290 through 293 determine 

whether the switches are in correspondence. If the 
switch is called normal and it is normal, decision points 
290 and 291 are effective to step the program up to de 
cision point 294. If the switch is called reverse and it is 
reverse, decision points 292 and 293 will again step the 
program up to decision point 294. If the switch is nei 
ther called normal nor called reverse then, regardless 
of the switch condition, no signal will be cleared as the 
program steps to point B shown in FIG. 7H. If the 
switches are not in correspondence, decision points 
291 or 293 will determine this and step the program to 
point A shown in FIG. 7H. 
Asuming, however, that the switches are in corre 

spondence with the positions that are called for, deci 
sion point 294 determines if a north signal has been re 
quested. This, as explained above, involves a reference 
to the ?ag ?le to determine if a signal has been re 
quested and if such request is permissible as deter 
mined by the operation of the routine shown in FIG. 
7E. It will be recalled that successful completion of this 
subroutine sets the north signal request at function 246. 
If such a north signal had been requested and the 
switches had been in correspondence, then the south 
signal call is reset and the north signal call is set by 
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functions 298 and 299. Again, setting a signal call re 
fers to setting a particular bit location in the control file 
for output to the ?eld. The same sequence then resets 
the signal stop call, resets the delayed code start re 
quest, resets the code start request, and returns through 
functions 300, 301, 307 and 308. Of course, at this 
point, the code system is set busy at function 212 in 
FIG. 5 and the controls in the control file for that loca 
tion are available for transmission to the field station. 
lfa north signal had not been requested, then decision 
point 295 determines if a south signal had been re 
quested. If it had, functions 296 and 297 reset the north 
signal call and set the south signal call. The program 
then runs through functions 300, 301, 307 and 308 as 
before. 

If, however, the switch was not in correspondence 
with the called-for position, then decision point 302 de 
termines whether or not this is a delayed code start re 
quest. At this point, it should be explained that a de 
layed code start request is merely a flag in the code 
start file which indicates a code start had been re 
quested but the switches were not yet in correspon 
dence. As such, every time the program goes through 
function 208, in FIG. 5, such a delayed code start 
would be detected and, at that time, if the switch was 
then in correspondence, the controls would be output 
ted. If the decision point 302 determines this is not a 
delayed code start request, then such a ?ag is set by 
function 303 to indicate that there is a signal request 
but that the switches are not yet in correspondence and 
therefore the signal call cannot be set. To ensure that 
the signal is not cleared, then functions 304, 305 and 
306 reset the north signal call, reset the south signal 
call, and set the signal stop call, and then the program 
steps through functions 307 and 308 as before. If, how 
ever, a delayed code start request had already been set 
as determined by decision point 302, the program 
merely returns through function 308. Thus, the switch 
correspondence routine illustrated in this figure deter 
mines whether the switches are in the proper position 
for the signal requests to be transmitted to the field. 
There are ten indications that are transmitted from 

location 41 to the central of?ce and, therefore, only ten 
possible indications which can change. These are 
switch 1 normal, switch 1 reverse, switch I lock, track 
occupied, main track north, main track south, signal 1 
clear, signal I north approach, signal 1 south approach, 
and track north on the siding. Function 215, in FIG. 5, 
is similar to function 203 in FIG. 5 and merely counts 
the non-set bits in the indication change file and keeps 
track of the count. When the count stops, indicating a 
set bit, this count is indicative of the indication which 
caused the indication change file to be loaded and se 
lects a particular subroutine in the decision table for 
processing. Each of the indication changes except the 
track occupancy section change causes only its indica 
tion change ?ag to be reset, thus clearing the indication 
change ?le. Of course, the new indication is also trans 
mitted to the indication file to keep that ?le up-to-date. 
However, the track occupancy change causes the rou 
tine of FIG. 7.! to be performed. The ?rst function of 
this routine is to reset the change flag, function 310, 
which clears the indication change ?le. Decision point 
311 then determines whether or not the track section 
is occupied: if it is not, the routine is completed and a 
return is made through function 316. However, if the 
change was from an unoccupied to an occupied sec 
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tion, then functions 312 through 315a are performed to 
reset the north and south signal requests, north and 
south signal calls, and set the signal stop call. 

In effect what has happened is that the track section, 
previously unoccupied, is now occupied. As such, all 
signal requests or signal calls must be cancelled since 
the occupied track section prohibits the clearing of any 
signal through the same section. 
As has been indicated with reference to FIGS. 1 and 

3, associated with the central of?ce equipment is a 
CRT display unit for displaying the conditions of the 
system in the field. Of course, if a CRT display is not 
desired, standard panel displays can be operated as 
shown for instance in US. Pat. No. 2,967,232. How 
ever, the CRT display enables a compact unit to display 
all the necessary information. Furthermore, applicants‘ 
system employs at least two different types of CRT dis 
plays. The ?rst gives an overall general picture of the 
traf?c layout without detailed information as to spe 
ci?c positions of switches and signals and train indica 
tions. When an operator desires to work with a particu 
lar ?eld station, he first keys in the number of that loca 
tion to cause the second CRT to display that location 
only. This second display includes all the detail that is 
necessary for proper operator action in response to 
changing conditions in the field. Thus, the display will 
indicate not only switch positions, signal conditions, 
but also track occupancy. To effect this, a standard 
CRT display is utilized which is capable of displaying 
a specific number of lines, each line consisting ofa pre 
determined number of character positions. The cyclic 
storage device associated with the CRT display stores 
the library of characters that is capable of being dis 
played and it also stores control codes to synchronize 
the CRT scan with the reading of the characters, one 
at a time, from the storage device. In this manner, the 
characters can readily be regenerated on the CRT 
screen as they are cyclically read from the display stor 
age unit. 
The particular CRT display used with applicants’ in 

vention generates a track plan by the use of five differ 
ent types of characters. Each character is a straight 
line, the ?rst being a line running up and to the left, the 
second a line running down and to the left, the third a 
line running up and to the right, the fourth a line run 
ning down and to the right and the fifth is a horizontal 
line. It will be readily apparent that any track plan can 
be produced by the use of these five characters. Thus 
by specifying the particular line of the scan, and partic 
ular character in the line and which of the five charac 
ters is to be written, any track plan can be written on 
a CRT screen. 

Each of the locations has associated therewith a num 
ber identifying the type of track plan at that location. 
Thus, by merely specifying the number for the different 
locations, the CRT will display, in the cyclically regen 
erated fashion, a track plan for that location. 

In addition, the display must show a number of 
switches and there are four different types of switches, 
as shown in FIG. 9A. Thus, by specifying the starred 
point of the switch shown in FIG. 9A and the type of 
switch, there being four types, every possible switch is 
completely specified. In addition, the CRT is also capa 
ble of displaying a double instead of a single line. Thus, 
the double line at 320 in FIG. 98 indicates that the 
switch illustrated was in the normal position, whereas 
the double line 325 in FIG. 9C indicates the switch in 










